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This invention relates to sewing machines of
the buttonhole type adapted to sew a group of
stitches and then come to rest. Machines of
this . type commonly embody stitch~forming
mechanism and a work-holder with means for
relatively moving them to sew about a button

hole. A cord-guide is customarily provided ad

throat member. At times, especially when ‘a
small diameter cord of a wiry nature is used, this
excess stay-cord curls up over the front edge of

the needle-throat member, in which position the
stay-cord can be readily engaged and pulled out
of the cord-guiding duct in the needle-throat
member by the material during the introduction
of the sameinto the work-clamp.
It is the primary object of the present inven

jacent the sewing point to deliver a stay- or gimp
cord within the range of action of the stitch
forming mechanism so that such cord will be 10 tion to provide simple and durable means for
preventing the accidental displacement of the
embraced within the stitching; the guide for
stay-cord in the needle-throat member.
the stay-cord being commonly formed as a small
It is another object of the present invention to
hole in the usual needle-throat member. Means
preclude the excess length of stay-cord which
are also commonly provided for cutting the stay
has been pulled back through the cord-guiding
cord, as well as the sewing threads, after the

sewing operation has been completed.

duct in the needle-throat member from curling

up over the front edge of the needle-throat mem
ber intoa position where it is likely to be engaged
with machines of the class described, that the
and displaced in the cord-guiding duct by the
stay-cord and the sewing threads be cut close to
the last stitch in the work and a free end of cord 20 material as the same is introduced into the work
clamp.
'
is thus left protruding from the needle-throat
A further object of the present invention is the
member. Means are commonly provided for pull

To avoid retrimming operations it is desirable,

ing the stay-cord back through the guide in the

provision of a guard adapted to preclude the

buttonhole.

will hereinafter appear, the invention comprises
the devices, combinations and arrangements of

snagging of the material on the needle-throat
needle-throat member so that the protruding
‘end of the cord will be no longer than required 25 member during the stitching of the buttonhole.
With the above and other objects in view, as
to be safely bound by the initial stitches of the

As a result of the free end of the stay-cord

being short and protruding from its guide-hole
in the needle-throat member in a direction to

ward the operator, the end of the stay-cord is
frequently engaged by the material while the
same is being introduced into the work-clamp
and thus pushed back through the guide-hole or
displaced to the point where the cord-end is out
of the range of the action of the needle. When
this accidental displacement of the stay-cord in
the needle-throat member occurs the stay-cord
is not directed within the range of action of the

parts hereinafter set forth and illustrated in the
30 accompanying drawings of a preferred embodi

ment of the invention, from which the several
features of the invention-and the advantages_at
tained thereby will be readily understood by those
' skilled in the art.

The invention will be better understood by
reference to the following detailed description of
certain speci?c embodiments of the invention
shown in the accompanying drawings, in which
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a portion of the bed

stitch-forming mechanism and the buttonhole is 40 of I a buttonhole sewing machine embodying the
invention; the usual two-piece work-supporting
formed without the stay-cord.
plate and work-clamp having been removed to
Further, in buttonhole machines of the cut
better show the arrangement of the parts.
after type, i. e., machines in which the button
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the guard ele
hole cutting devices are operated to cut the but
45
ment.
_
tonhole after the stitching operation is com
pleted, which are set to sew buttonholes consid
erably shorter than the maximum size buttonhole

’ Fig. 3 represents a vertical sectional view taken

longitudinally of the machine-bed at the stitch
ing point, showing the parts beneath the work-'
of which the machine isvcapable of sewing, the
support in elevation and the stay-cord cutting
usual stay-cord pull-back device must of neces
sity pull a considerable length of cord back 50 device in cord-severing position.
Fig. 4 represents a top plan View of the parts
through the cord-guiding duct in the needle
shown
in Fig. 3 at a later stage in the cycle, illus
throat member to align the cord-end properly
trating, in dotted lines, the stay-cord immedi
for the succeeding buttonhole. The eXcess stay
ately after it has been cut and, in full lines, the
cord usually lays loosely forwardly of the receiv
ing end of the cord-guiding duct in the needle 55 stay-cord after it has been acted upon by the
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cord pull-back mechanism and is in proper posi

flat nipping face l5 (Fig. 3) and up through
the “self-threading” cord-eye IS in the cord

tion for the succeeding stitching operation,
Fig. 5 is a right side elevational view, partly in
section, of the usual rotary turret carrying the

nipper jaw member [1, thence across to the cord
guiding duct 9 in the needle-throat member ‘I.

lower stitch-forming devices, showing the posi

Periodically reciprocating horizontally between

tion of the guard element with respect to the nee

the cord-nipper jaw member I‘! and the needle- 7

dle-throat member.

throat member 1 is a cord pull-back bar [8 hav
ing a cord-engaging shoulder [9. The cord pull
back bar is connected at its inner end to the
travelling fulcrum-block 20 which carries the
buttonhole cutting levers 2| and 22. Pivoted

Fig. 6 is a front elevational view of the guard
element shown in Fig. 5.
For the purposes of the present disclosure the
invention is described as embodied in an auto

matic eyelet-end buttonhole sewing machine, the

upon a fulcrum-stud 23 which is threaded into
the machine-bed l is a nipper member 24 adapted
to be turned about its fulcrum-stud by a roller

frame of which includes a hollow rectangular bed

I housing the lower stitch-forming mechanism.
The lower stitch-forming mechanism is con

25 carried by the cord pull-back bar I8 during the

structed substantially in accordance with the dis
closure of the U. S. patent to Allen et al., No.
1,372,473, of March 22, 1921, and comprises a
threaded looper 2, a non-threaded looper 3 and
a pair of loop-detainers 4 and 5, all operatively ~
mounted on a turret 6 which is rotatable about a

vertical axis. The turret 6 also carries the usual
buttonlike needle-throat member 7 having a nee

dle~clearance aperture 8 and cord-guiding duct
9 for the stay-cord l 9 which is thus led within the

length of cord back through the cord-guiding

range of action of the stitch-forming mechanism
so as to be covered by the buttonhole stitches.

duct 9 in the needle-throat member ‘I, see Fig. 4.
In practice trouble has been experienced in
maintaining the shortened cord-end in the cord
guiding duct 9 during the introduction of the
work into the work-holder. It is necessary that
care be taken to insure that the work when it is
introduced does not engage the cord-end and
push the same back and/or out of the duct 9.
The object of the present invention is to provide
2?. guard means which eliminates this accidental

Disposed beneath the needle-clearance aperture
8 in the needle-throat member 1 is a needle-guide
l l of which the shank I 2 is secured at its opposite
ends by screws l3 to the upstanding lugs 14 in

tegral with the turret 6.
In a buttonhole sewing machine of the type il
lustrated, the usual work-holder, which is dis
closed in the U. S. patent to Allen, Re. 15,324,
dated April 4, 1922, occupies a position removed
from sewing position when the machine is at
rest.

advance of the cutter-levers 2| and 22 prepara
tory to the cutting of the buttonhole. Such
movement of the nipper member 24 causes the
jaw 23 thereof to pinch the cord I0 against the
under face 15 of the member I‘! and thus to
arrest the feed of the cord. After the stay-cord
H) is nipped the cord-engaging shoulder l9 en
gages the cord between the cord-eye l6 and the
needle-throat member 1 and pulls a measured

displacement of the stay-cord in the needle
throat member.

When the machine is started the work

To this end there is provided a guard-element
2‘! having a shank 28 apertured at 29 (see Fig.
drive to sewing position, then is given a slower 40 2) to receive the needle-guide securing screw

holder is ?rst shifted rapidly‘ by the rapid feed

step-by-step motion as the sewing proceeds
around the button hole and ?nally is given a
rapid shift back to initial position, in which po
sition the buttonhole and cord, as well as the two
sewing threads, are cut.
The thread~ and cord-cutter is constructed
substantially in accordance with the disclosure of
my Patent No. 2,070,029, dated February 9, 1937.
It comprises a scissors-device including an upper
blade l2’ (Fig. 3) and a lower blade l3’ which at
the proper time in the stitching cycle are pro
jected in open relation transversely across the
lead of the threads and cord between the last
stitch and the needle-throat ‘l. During the ?nal
advancing movement of the scissors-device the
lower blade I 3' thereof is actuated to cut the
threads and cord In close to the work, as shown
in Fig. 3. After the stay-cord is cut by the scis
sors-device a rather long cord-end is left pro
jecting from the cord-guiding duct 9 in the nee
dle-throat member. In order to reduce the
length of this cord-end and avoid a manual re
trimming operation, means are provided for pull_

E3.

The aperture 23 preferably is slightly larger

than the shank of the screw 13 to provide for

limited adjustment of the guard-element. To
aid in maintaining the guard-element in proper
operative position the shank thereof is formed
with two horizontally disposed ears 39 adapted
to straddle and engage the opposite sides of the
needle-guide i I. The upper end of the guard
element terminates into a head 3| the upper
edges of which is su?iciently high to extend
above the lower edge of the needle-throat mem
ber ‘i, Fig. 5. Formed in the head 3| preferably
vertically beneath the receiving end of the cord
guiding duct 9 is a horizontal cord-guiding
m-

4H)

ing the stay-cord back through the cord-guiding
duct 9 in the needle-throat member so that the
protruding end of the cord will be no longer than

required to be safely bound by‘ the initial stitches

aperture 32 in register at its inner end with
a vertical cord-guiding channel 33 of which the
upper end registers with the cord-guiding duct
9 in the needle-throat member ‘I. The stay
cord Iil in its passage from the cord-eye l6 in
the jaw member I‘! to the needle-throat member

1 passes horizontally through the cord-guiding
aperture 32; thence vertically in the channel 33;
thence horizontally through the duct 9 in the
needle-throat member.
It will be understood from the foregoing that
the head 3! of the guard-element is positioned
so that the face thereof containing the channel
33 is in a plane which extends across the re
ceiving end of the cord-guiding duct 9 and the
concave wall of the channel 33 provides, in
e?ect, an abutment wall which serves to back
up the end-portion of the stay-cord l0 located
in the cord-guiding duct 9 of the needle-throat

of the buttonhole. The means employed for
pulling back the stay-cord are constructed sub
stantially in accordance with the disclosure of the 2'
U. S. patent to Allen, No. 1,646,946, issued Octo
ber 25, 1927. As shown in Figs. 1 and 4 of the ac
companying drawings, the stay-cord ID is led to
the needle-throat member through an aperture

member.

I4 in the machine-bed; thence across the under

it becomes practically impossible to accidentally

When the stay-cord is thus controlled.
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displace the cord in the needle-throat member.
While the path travelled by the cord [0 is a
sinuous one it is not of such a nature as to

impede the pulling back of the measured length
of stay-cord after the scissors-device has cut
the cord at the end of the stitching operation.

3

guard-element is that a needle-throat member

having a large size cord-guiding duct suitable
for accommodating the largest size stay-cord
can be universally employed, since with the im
proved guard-element the needle-throat member can successfully accommodate and con

trol stay-cords of the smallest size. Thus the
guard-element eliminates the necessity of hav
accidental displacement of the cord in the nee
ing several needle-throat members with cord
dle-throat member ‘I, the guard-element 21
functions, particularly in a “cut-?rst” button 1O guiding ducts varying in size to suit the par
ticular stay-cord used.
hole sewing machine, to prevent the snagging
In the preferred embodiment of the inven
of the work on the free end of the needle-throat
tion the guard-element is in the form of an at
member in its travel around the buttonhole. In
tachment designed to be readily applied to ex
cut-?rst machines, i. e., machines in which the
isting machines without the necessity of machin-l
buttonhole cutting devices are operated to cut
ing operations or the provision of additional se
the buttonhole before the stitching operation
curing screws or the like.
begins, the work adjacent the buttonhole curls
Having thus set forth the nature of the in
downwardly into the usual needle-clearance
opening in the work-support. This frequently
vention what I claim herein is:
happens when the work being sewn is thick and
1. In a sewing machine, a buttonlike needle
throat member having a needle-clearance aper
of a spongy nature. When the work curls down
ture and a cord-guiding duct terminating at its
wardly into the needle-clearance opening it very
often becomes snagged on the free end of the
delivery end in said needle-clearance aperture,
and a member disposed in advance of the receiv
needle-throat member ‘I as the same travels
about the eye of the buttonhole, resulting in a 25 ing end of said cord-guiding duct and providing
malformed buttonhole in which the lower ply of
an abutment wall located in a plane extending
work is de?ected beyond the range of action of
across the receiving end of said duct and serv
the vibrating needle and therefore not included
ing to back up the cord delivered to said duct
Within the overedge stitching. Also, in “out
and preclude accidental displacement of the cord
after” buttonhole sewing machines the guard
in the needle-throat member.
.
element serves to prevent snagging of the work
2. In a sewing machine, a buttonlike needle
on the free end of the needle-throat member,
throat member having a needle-clearance aper
particularly in cases wherein the material being
ture and a cord-guiding duct terminating at its
buttonholed is heavy and of a soft, loose nature,
delivery end in said needle-clearance aperture,
such as various knit materials, etc. In these : and a member disposed in advance of the receiv
cases, the usual work-clamping members must be
ing end of said cord-guiding duct and having
separated laterally a considerable distance to
formed therein a cord-guiding aperture offset
stretch the material, and in doing so greatly
from said cord-guiding duct to provide an abut-i
increase the clearance between the needle-throat
ment wall serving to back up the cord deliv
member and the work-clamping members. The
ered to said duct and preclude accidental .dis
soft, loose material frequently drops through the
placement of the cord in the needle-throat mem
increased clearance space to a position below
ber.
.
the free end of the needle-throat member where
3. In a sewing machine, a needle-throat mem
the possibility. of the snagging of the mate
ber having a needle-clearance aperture and a
rial by the needle-throat member exists. The 45 cord-guiding duct terminating at its delivery
snagging of the work on the needle-throat mem
end in said needle-clearance aperture, and a
ber ‘F is eliminated by the guard-element 21 due
member disposed in advance of the receiving
to the fact that the upper edge of the head 3|
end of said cord-guiding duct for preventing
of the guard-element extends above the lower
accidental displacement of the cord in the
edge of the free end of the needle-throat mem 50 needle-throat member, said member having
ber, as clearly shown in Figs. 3 and 5. Re
formed therein a cord-guiding aperture oiTset
gardless of whether the sewing machine is a
from said cord-guiding duct and a cord-guiding
In addition to serving as a means to prevent

cut-?rst or a cut-after type, any work extend
channel connecting the cord-guiding aperture
ing into the needle clearance opening and at a
with said cord-guiding duct.
level below that of the lower edge of the end of 65 4. In a sewing machine, a buttonlike needle
the needle-throat member is engaged by the
throat member having a needle-clearance aper
head 35 of the guard-element and de?ected over
ture and a cord-guiding duct terminating at its
the top of the needle-throat member. To better
delivery end in said needle~clearance aperture,
guard the end of the needle-throat member for
and a member disposed in advance of the re
the full extent of its width the head of the guard 60 ceiving end of said cord-guiding duct and hav
elemcnt is extended horizontally as at 34. Figs.
ing formed therein a cord-guiding aperture
2 and 6.
spaced from said duct to provide an abutment
It will be understood from the above descrip
wall located in a plane extending across the lon
tion taken in connection with the accompanying
gitudinal axis of said duct to back up the cord
drawings that I have provided a guard-element 65 delivered to said duct and preclude accidental
which functions to preclude the accidental dis
displacement of the cord in the needle-throat
placement of the cord in the needle-throat mem
member.
ber during the introduction of work into the
5. In a sewing machine, a circularly moving
work-holder, which guard-element does not im
turret, a needle-throat member mounted on said
pede the purposeful feed of the stay-cord for 70 turret and having a needle-clearance aperture
wardly or backwardly. Also, I have provided
and a cord-guiding duct terminating at its de
a guard-element which functions to eliminate
livery end in said needle-clearance aperture, and
snagging of the work on the free end of the
a member secured to said turret and formed with
a head-portion having a wall disposed in ad
needle-throat member. Another important ad
vantage obtained by the use of the improved 75 vance of and located in a plane extending across

4
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‘the receiving end of said cord-guiding duct, said

said turret and having a head-portion of which

head-portion having .formed therein a cord

the upper edge thereof extends across and is lo
cated above the lower edge of the free end-por
tion of said needle-throat member whereby the
work is prevented from becoming snagged upon
said needle-throat member during the move
ment of the turret.

,guiding aperture ‘spaced from said cord-guiding
:duct and opening into said wall and a cord-guid

ing channel connecting said cord-guiding aper
ture with said duct.
6. In a sewing machine, a buttonlike needle
throat member having an overhanging free end
:formedwith a needle-clearance aperture and a

stay-cord guiding duct terminating at its de
livery end in said needle-clearance aperture, and
a member disposed. in advance of the receiving
end of said cord-guiding duct for preventing ac
cidental displacement of the cord in the needle
throat member, said member comprising a shank
terminating in a head-portion providing a sub-

stantially vertical wall disposed adjacent to the

9. A unitary guard-element adapted for at
tachment upon a sewing machine having a
needle-throat member formed with a needle

clearance aperture and a cord-guiding duct ter
minating at its delivery endl in said needle
clearance aperture, comprising, a shank, and a

head-portion integral with said shank, said
head-portion having formed therein a cord

guiding, aperture spaced from the cord-guiding

duct in said needle-throat member to provide an
free end of said needle-throat member, said
abutment wall located in a plane extending
head-portion having formed therein a cord
across the receiving end of the cord-guiding duct
guiding aperture spaced vertically beneath the 20 to back up the cord delivered to the duct and
receiving end of said cord-guiding duct and.
preclude the accidental displacement of the
opening into said substantially vertical wall, the
cord in the needle-throat member.
cord-guiding aperture and the cord-guiding duct
10. A unitary guard-element adapted for at
providing a sinuous cord-delivery passageway
tachment upon a sewing machine having a
adapted to exercise control on the stay-cord 25 needle-throat member formed with a needle
without impeding the travel of the same either
clearance aperture and a cord-guiding duct ter
forward or backward through the cord~de1ivery
minating at its delivery end in said needle
passageway.
clearance aperture, comprising, a shank aper
7. In a buttonhole sewing machine, a circular~
tured to receive a securing screw, a pair of
ly moving turret, a buttonlike needle-throat 30 spaced ears projecting from said shank and
member mounted on said turret and having a
adapted to straddle and engage a ?xed member
free end-portion formed with a ~needle-clear
on the machine to prevent the guard-element
ance aperture, and a guard-element secured on
from turning about the securing screw, and a
said turret and having a head-portion disposed
head-portion integral with said shank, said head
in advance of the free end-portion of said needle 35 portion having formed therein a cord-guiding

throat member for preventing the work from be—
coming snagged upon the needle-throat mem
ber during the movement of the turret.
8. In a buttonhole sewing machine, a circular

aperture spaced from the cord-guiding duct in

said needle-throat member to provide an abut
ment wall serving to back up the cord delivered
to the cord-guiding duct and preclude the acci
1y moving turret, a buttonlike needle-throat 40 dental displacement of the cord in the needle
member mounted on said turret and having a
throat member.
free end-portion formed with a needle-clear
EDWARD PAUL SPAINE.
ance aperture, and a guard-element secured on

